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Rewrite each title using capitalization 
where needed. 
 
 
 
1. making great choices  ________________________________ 

2. how to choose the best 
video games    ________________________________ 

3. recipes you can make in 
five minutes   ________________________________ 

4. the happy prince and the 
unhappy princess  ________________________________ 

5. the incredible story of how 
alaska became a state  ________________________________ 

6. the history of cars in 
America    ________________________________ 

7. all the money in the world ________________________________ 

8. frog, toad, puppy, and kitten 
are friends    ________________________________ 

9. buying a new house   ________________________________ 

10. grumpy the old fish  ________________________________ 

11. if I wanted to write a song ________________________________ 

12. so you want to own a 
motorcycle    __________________________ 

In titles, capitalize the first word, 
the last word, and any important 
words. Small words like a, an, 

and, the, but are not capitalized. 
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Answers 
 

1. making great choices            Making Great Choices        

2. how to choose the best           How to Choose the Best 
video games                     Video Games         

3. recipes you can make in           Recipes You Can Make        
five minutes                    in Five Minutes         

4. the happy prince and the           The Happy Prince and        
unhappy princess             the Unhappy Princess        

5. the incredible story of how           The Incredible Story of        
alaska became a state          How Alaska Became a State     

6. the history of cars in   
America          The History of Cars in America   

7. all the money in the world           All the Money in the World      

8. frog, toad, puppy, and kitten              Frog, Toad, Puppy,         
are friends              and Kitten are Friends        

9. buying a new house             Buying a New House        

10. grumpy the old fish            Grumpy the Old Fish        

11. if I wanted to write a song          If I Wanted to Write a Song      

12. so you want to own a 
motorcycle        So You Want to Own a Motorcycle     
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